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Simple and straightforward methods for dimensioning and 
evaluation of circuit-switched telecommunication networks 
with alternate routing and service protection are presen
ted. 
The methods have been modified to take possible breakdowns 
in the transmission network into account by modelling the 
predictable effect of such a breakdown on the switched 
capaci ties. . 
The methods have been implemented in a system for strate
gical studie~ on network structures and capacity planning. 
First results have demonstrated the usefulness of the 
methods. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In strategic as well as operational planning of telecommunication 
networks, it is becoming more and more important to take possible 
failure situations into account. 
This paper presents new planning methods for switched telecommuni
cation networks under assumptions regarding the possible breakdown 
of transmission systems. A breakdown in a transmission system may 
be partially restored, using stand-by equipment and/or rerouting 
(cf. [4]), but will generally resul t in reduced transmission capa
city that is available for the switched network. 
In practice, knowledge regarding (intended) multi-routing of modu
lar switched links in the transmission network facilitates the 
derivation of assumptions regarding the minimal or expected frac
tions of these links that will remain operating at an arbitrary 
breakdown in ~he transmission network. The effect of these capaci
ty reductions on the grade of service to the end-to-end user, must 
be limited. One way to do this, is to consider these capacity 
reductions in the dimensioning of the switched network. 
Moreover, it seems useful to be able to evaluate the worst case 
service for every relation at a breakdown in the transmission 
network, without modelling the transmission network in detail as 
in [4]. These have been the motivations for developing the methods 
to be presented here. 

In sections 2 and 3 we briefly describe evaluation and dimension
ing algorithms for networks with alternate routing and service 
protection for fresh traffic. Section 4 describes the modelling of 
the effect of a transmission breakdown on the switched capacities. 
This model is used in sections 5 and 6 to modify the evaluation 
and dimensioning algorithms, respectively. Section 7 is devoted to 
the implementation and applications. Final conclusions are given 
in section 8. 
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2. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The two-moment model and performance evaluation method presented 
in [8] was taken as basis to the evaluation method to be presented 
here. It is a method for evaluating the end-to-end congestion of 
circuit switched networks with arbitrary routing. The general 
outline of the algorithm is as follows: 

---_._--_._ -- - -_._-_.-

!!nput: _ _7 trunk groups sizes -----1----··---- --.. _-- _.--.-end-to-end traffics, routings, 

o ~I-i-n-i-t-i-a-l-i-z-e-t-r-unk g;oup time congestions 
----------------------~ 

~--------->---- --- ~---------------------------------~ 
; calculate for each route of each relation: 

I 
the mean and variance of the route offered traffic 1 

I the route blocking from trunk group time congestions 2 
. I the route carried traffic 3 
I Li _____________ _______ ~-------------------------~ 

r-------- - I 
I I calculate for each trunk group: I 

11 the mean and variance of the offered traffic (from route I 

carried traffics .and call congestions on this tr. gr.) 4 j 

! the time congestion 5 I 

calculate for each relation the end-to-end congestion 

no 

/ output: end-to-end congestions, trunk groups offered and 
carried traffics 

This method is extended in parts 2, 4 and 5 on the following 
points, to introduce service protection: 

a. apart from the capacity, another parameter per trunk group is 
introduced, namely the service protection parameter. The of
fered traffic is split into a protected and a restricted part, 
with separate time (and call) congestions. 

b. In some way it is defined which routes contribute to the 
protected or restricted traffic of the trunk groups in part 4. 

Concerning point a., two service protection systems are consid
ered: SPH (Service Protection by High-usage) and STR (Selective 
Trunk Reservation). The service in an SPH-system is evaluated 
rather straightforwardly, by regarding the system as two trunk 
groups with one-way overflow. For the STR-system, new formulae by 
Lindberg (5) and Hofstee (2) are used. 
Service protection is assumed to be used on final groups only. 

Concerning point b. we chose to give first-choice traffic priority 
over overflow traffic, so traffic on first-choi·ce routes is pro
tected~ on subsequent (overflow) routes restricted. 
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3. DIMENSIONING 

A method for dimensioning trunk group capacities and service 
protection parameters under end-to-end congestion constraints has 
been developed. 
In this method, high-usage trunk groups are sized, using new 
optimization formulae and approximations, given in [9], which can 
be seen as modifications of the well-known formulae of Pratt [7). 
Similar formulae are derived in [9] for distributing the end-to
end service requirement over final trunk groups. 
These formulae were used to derive the following algorithm: 

/input: end-to-end traffics and service requirements, routingsJ! 

I initialize trunk groups time congestions 
such that end-to-end constraints are approximately met 

initialize marginal efficiency constraints for h. -u. groups 

I calculate h. -u. trunk group sizes and time congestions 

determine service requirements for final routes 
from traffic carried on non-finals and e-t-e requiremt 

determine two active service requirements for each final 
trunk group (protected/restricted traffic), 
using formulae given in [91 

calculate final trunk groups sizes and service protection 
parameters, using formulae by Hofstee [21 and Lindberg [5] 

determine marginal efficiency constraints for h. -u. groups, 
using formulae given in (9] 

no 

output: trunk groups sizes and service protection parameters 
offered and car~ied traffics 

Parts 1-3 and 4-5 of the evaluation algorithm . are used throughout 
to cal~ulate the necessary quantities in each step. 

The marginal efficiency constraints for high-usage groups are 
determined on the basis of the marginal costs per Erlang on the 
next route minus those on the rest of the high-usage route, as 
derived in [9], formula (5). In case more than one traffic stream 
uses the high-usage. group, the different constraints (H-values) 
are weighted according the traffic volume. 

In the translation of final route service requirements to final 
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trunk group requirements, the approach of [1] could have been 
used. For reasons. of efficiency, we used another approach here. 
Each final route requirement is translated into requirements for 
the links in that route, using an approximate formula, given in 
[9] (eq. (8) ). This generally resul ts in more than two require-
ments per link. The strongest in each class (protected/restricted 
traffic) is called active. Because of this very straightforward 
approximation, not incorporating " combinatorial aspects (as re
garded in [1]), the algorithm is rather efficient (as compared to, 
e. g. the one described in [6]), while still yielding close-to
optimal solutions. Moreover, the method is able to deal with a 
wide range of network structures. 

4. THE EFFECT OF TRANSMISSION BREAKDOWNS ON SWITCHED CAPACITIES 

As stated in the introduction, knowledge with regard to multi
routing of switched links in the transmission network has been 
used to derive for each trunk group, and for any size of that 
trunk group, one or more values for the number of remaining 
modules under a transmission breakdown. 
In our particular case, we assumed that no extra stand-by trans
mission equipment is available, that multi-routing is used, such 
that a trunk group of n modules is routed most evenly along k dis
joint routes in the transmission network. Such a trunk group will, 
in case of total failure on one of these routes, have either 
L n(k-1)/k J or r n (k-l)/k 1 modules left, where L J and r 1 
stand for rounding down and up to the nearest integer respective
ly. 
At this stage we can choose between two approaches: average case 
or worst case. In the latter, which has to be used for final 
links, only the larger reduction is considered. 
The average case approach was used for high-usage links, assuming 
that there are many of them terminating at one point, the total 
cluster being equally devided over the outgoing transmission 
media. Then, one can derive that the probability q for rounding 
down (l-q for rounding up) is given by: q = (n mod k) / k . 
These probabilities are used as weight factors in averaging the 
amounts of overflow traffic at each of the two reduced sizes. 

If extra stand-by transmission capacity is provided, this should 
be distributed over the switched links so affected and the resul
ting per trunk group size should be added to the above figures. If 
not, the above are the sizes (with associated probabilities) that 
have to be taken into consideration. 

5. EVALUATION OF WORST CASE BREAKDOWN (END-TO-END SERVICE) 

In many cases, one is interested in the worst service an end-to
end traffic relation might experience during a single transmission 
breakdown. To develop an algorithm for determining this worst-case 
end-to-end service for each relation in a network, we assume that 
all trunk groups in the routing of a relation "are affected by the 
breakdown. This assumption is reasonable since, in a situation 
with mUlti-routing of switched links in the transmission network, 
parts of many switched links may be combined on one single 
transmission medium. 

The method, described in section 2. -is used as the basis of the 
method "for evaluating the worst-case end-to-end service that might 
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occur under a single failure in the transmission network. 
This method is altered in parts 4-5 as follows. 
The trunk group size is reduced. If the group is a high-usage 
group the expectation of the " call congestions over the two failure 
situations is calculated as described in section 4, from this an 
equivalent time congestion is calculated. If the group is final, 
only the larger reduction is considered and on this basis the call 
congestions (for protected and restricted traffic) and time con
gestions are calculated. 

6. DIMENSIONING ON SERVICE CONSTRAINTS FOR BREAKDOWN SITUATIONS 

The principles, derived in the previous sections, have also been 
applied to the dimensioning method, presented in section 3. 

The capacities of final links are calculated on the basis of the 
minimal capacities that have to remain at worst-case failures. 

Furthermore, in the method with constraints regarding the service 
under failure, the formulae for optimal high-usage sizing have 
been updated as follows. The average case reduction of capacity is 
introduced as in the previous section, and the formula for the 
costs per Erlang on a link is updated to take into consideration 
the costs involved in the capacity that will not be available 
under a breakdown. In this way, the optimal costs balancing equa
tion (eq. (5) in [9]) is still valid and the defini tions of the 
marginal traffic quantities involved did not have to be changed, 
but rather are defined at breakdown conditions, thus being in 
agreement with congestion and traffic values for the trunk groups. 

7. IMPLEMENTATION, APPLICATIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The dimensioning and evaluation methods are implemented in the 
computer package MPSN (Multi Purpose System for Networks, PTT-DNL, 
cf. [10]). 
This system is implemented on a powerful micro-computer. 
Currently, the methods are prepared to be implemented in a plan
ning system for operational planning of the Netherlands' trunk 
network. 

The methods have successfully been used for strategic planning 
studies regarding network structure scenario's for the two top 
layers of the telecommunications network in the Netherlands for 
the year 2000. In these studies, over 60 switching centers were 
taken into consideration. Various alternative structures were 
dimensioned by the method described on a criterion of 10% end-to
end congestion at worst-case breakdown. Five alternatives were 
selected for further analysis. 
The number of (bidirectional) links in the alternatives ranged 
from approx. 600 to 900, with a total capacity between 150.000 and 
200.000 circuits. Switched network modularity was 30 circuits (2 
Mbit/s). SPH was used in the calculations as service protection 
method. Data with regard to the multiple routing of the transmis
sion network were differentiated per trunk gr9up. 
Results were verified in the following way: The switched links 
were routed in the transmission net work and the transmission 
network was dimensioned using methods derived from those described 
in [4]. After that, the service for each end-to-end relation was 
evaluated for all possible transmission breakdowns, and for each 
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Figure 1. Percentage of relations 
with end-to-end blocking greater 
than B, as a function of B. 

relation the worst service 
over all breakdowns was recor
ded. The results of this are 
given in figure 1. It appears 
that only a very small part 
(depending on the particular 
network st"ructure) of the re
lations experienced in anyone 
case a congestion, larger than 
the desired 10%. Even these 
small deviations may very well 
be explained by the fact that 
not all multi-routing require
ments were exactly satisfied, 
and by differences in the 
underlying traffic models of 
[4] and the approach used 
here. 

The basic dimensioning method, described in section 3, was tested 
on a small network against thorough optimization using a dedicated 
Telephone Traffic Simulator (TTSj cf. [3] ), in combination wi th a 
special nonlinear optimization method. The module-size in this 
case was 1. The network, given by the dimensioning method, appear
ed to be O. 6 % lower in cost, while the end-to-end constraint of 
1% blocking was violated for only one relation which had a block
ing of 1.03% (according to results of the TTS, using about 
1.000.000 calls per relation). 

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Methods have been derived that make it feasible to dimension 
switched capacities such that the end-to-end service for each 
relation will satisfy a given constraint even under the circum
stance that a breakdown in the transmission network occurs. 
For a given switched network, the worst-case end-to-end service of 
each relation that might occur at a breakdown in the transmission 
network, can also be estimated. 
Networks sized by means of the method derived, are also highly 
resistant against local or global overload situations. In that 
case, the service protection systems prevent overload to be spread 
out over the network. 

So far, the transmission and switching network optimization have 
always been two separated processes (as in [4]/[6]). The develop
ment of the methods, presented here, is viewed as a step towards 
integrated network planning, where the transmission and switched 
network are optimized simultaneously. The need for this integrat
ed approach seems inevitable with growing emphasis on economy of 
scale, reliability / performability and the introduction of new 
services into the network. Furthermore; the planning of some new 
components in the network, like Digital Cross-connect Systems, is 
almost .impossible without such an integrated approach. 
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